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HALLOWEENS VENUE
HAS ALL BUT CHANGED
When I was a kid, and all
through high school and
beyond it was quite different.

The norm back then was to go
house to house “Trick-orTreating” and the result was
bunches of candy.
After all that “work” you felt
like you really earned all that
candy. But today, the venue is
not the house of everyone as
much but rather big parking
lots where “TRUNK-OR-TREAT”
events are held.

These are maybe overall safer
perhaps but certainly different
than back in the day. I mean,
all the candy is centrally
located in one spot in
everyone’s car trunk or truck
bed. That would have been
freaking AWESOME! Sorry,
another childhood flashback,
again.

There are also more “Haunted
Houses” that are available for
kids to go to as it is a much
bigger money making deal.
Whatever the venue, it is still
sorta fun to scare the children.

NEW FORMAT FOR
COMJUKA NEWS ISSUES
From now on we will only
maintain the current years for
issues. This is the new format

2017

and is frankly more fun for me
to publish. So I hope you like
the new pdf format. These
newsletters you can easily save
if you choose to do so. It’s an
electronic age now so I am
trying to adapt, improvise and
overcome.

TWENTY THREE DAYS
until Thanksgiving. It’s that
time when many of us
overindulge
until
misery
because the feast is sooooo
good. I’m just really glad we
are at the top of the food chain
as they say.

So many tasty carcass treats
and
on
Thanksgiving
sometimes we get turkey AND
ham. WOHOO!

Until next time ~
See You As Soon As I Can
Pito Antas
Guro Dennis

